Abstract: According to Ekman et al. (1972) , happiness is one of the six universal basic human emotions. Kövecses (2000) claims that certain aspects of the conceptualization of emotions are universal or nearuniversal. The paper compares linguistic expressions to discuss the question of the universality of the emotion happiness and its metaphors in English and Russian.
Introduction
Emotions are a widely studied area of scientific research. Biologists, psychologists, cognitive scientists and linguists focus on different aspects of emotions. My aim in the present paper is to summarize some of the most important findings of emotion research, to see what implications they have for a linguistic study of emotions, and to discuss the question of universality of the basic emotion happiness in English and Russian, as well as to compare metaphors instantiated in linguistic expressions of the two languages. Bányai (2013:51) defines emotion as a complex system of short-term changes that help the individual to react adaptively to events that are important to them. The changes are intertwined, harmonized, subjective and vegetative and consist of expressions of the emotion in question, cognitive appraisal of the situation, tendencies of thought and action, as well as overt or cognitive activity.
What Is Emotion?

What Kinds of Emotions Do We Have?
Researchers using a biological approach (going back to Darwin 1872 Darwin /1965 ) claim that we have a relatively small number of basic emotions, which are universal and characteristic of both humans and animals, and have a biological and evolutionary determination (Bányai 2013:45) . Most researchers agree with Ekman, Friesen and Ellsworth (1972) and Ekman (1982 Ekman ( , 1992 that there are six basic emotions (happiness, anger, fear, sadness, surprise and disgust) that are accompanied and can be distinguished by universal facial expressions and physiological reactions.
Cognitive scientists acknowledge the existence of a limited number of basic emotions; however, they claim that different emotional states may be accompanied by the same physiological reactions (Bányai 2013:46) . In other words, physiological changes may not totally define emotions. What makes a difference between emotions is the cognitive appraisal of a situation (Lazarus 1991) . Emotions coming about on the basis of different cognitive appraisals are considered secondary or learned emotions whose number is considerably higher than that of basic emotions.
Researchers often have debates on the relation of universal basic emotions and secondary/learned emotions. Ekman (1994) suggests a compromise, namely, basic emotion terms have two roles: they stand for individual basic emotions and represent families of emotions that are interconnected with each other. Thus, for example, the term fear is understood as a basic emotion and also as a family of emotions which contains such members as fright, panic, anxiety, horror, tension, etc. Members of an emotion family share some of the characteristics of the basic emotion (physiological changes, subjective experience, etc.) but may differ from culture to culture because they are determined by the learning processes and socialization of individuals as well as cultural differences.
The Language of Emotions
When we are in an emotional state we do not only experience physiological and behavioural changes but also talk about what we feel. Therefore, besides psychological studies of emotions, it is interesting to look at the language of emotions, too.
Words like happy and angry have literal meanings. But phrases like it's a red rag to a bull or he has gone white with fear figuratively refer to anger and fear respectively. It must be noted that figurative expressions do not usually express or name emotions but rather describe certain aspects of different emotional states. This group of emotion-related vocabulary can be divided into two groups, one of which contains conceptual metaphors, while the other conceptual metonymies.
Conceptual metaphors bring two distant domains (or concepts) into correspondence with each other (Kövecses 2000:4) .
In this context, correspondence means that one concept is understood in terms of another, as we usually understand an abstract concept in terms of a more concrete concept. For example, when we say it's a red rag to a bull/it's like a red rag to a bull, we figuratively refer to something that has caused someone's anger, that is, we understand the cause of a person's anger in terms of what a red rag is to a bull in a bullfight. The phrase is an example of the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS A DANGEROUS ANIMAL (Kövecses 1990:62-63) , and refers to the fact that anger is a very intense emotion, in which the danger and control/loss of control aspects are very important.
Expressions like he has gone white with fear belong to the group of metonymies.
Conceptual metonymies, unlike conceptual metaphors, involve a single domain, or concept. The purpose of metonymy is to provide mental access to a domain through a part of the same domain (or vice versa) or to a part of a domain through another part in the same domain […] . Thus, metonymy, unlike metaphor, is a "stand-for" relation (i.e., a part stands for the whole or a part stands for another part) within a single domain. (Kövecses 2000:5) .
The example he has gone white with fear above describes a person whose face and neck area turns white. The phrase stands for fear, that is, it is a linguistic example of the metonymy BLOOD LEAVES FACE (Kövecses 1990:70) .
The Language of Happiness in English and Russian
In the remainder of the present paper, I will attempt to compare some English and Russian expressions of happiness, to answer the question whether corresponding English and Russian expressions denote the same basic emotion in the English and Russian speaking cultures, and to find out whether the two cultures share some happiness metaphors listed in Kövecses's Metaphor and Emotion (2000:24-25) .
Following Ekman's (1994) view on emotions, researchers seem to agree that happiness is a basic emotion in English, while cheerfulness, delight, joy, contentment are nonbasic and belong to the emotion family of happiness. The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (Hornby 1989) The examples above show that the emotion happiness is associated with anniversaries and holidays and also with very mundane experiences like work and helping other people.
If we look up a possible Russian translation of happiness, we find schast'e and radost' along with uteshenie, udovol'stvie, utekha (roughly 'joy', 'satisfaction', 'joy', respectively).
(Throughout the present paper, Russian examples are presented with the author's translations.) I think that schast'se and radost' are better candidates for the basic category than the rest, while the last three terms clearly belong to the Russian emotion family of happiness. Consider how the Slovar' russkogo jazyka (Dictionary of the Russian Language) by Ozhegov (1988) defines the words radost' and schast'e: radost': vesёloe chuvstvo, oschuschenie bol'shogo dushevnogo udovletvorenija ('happy feeling, sensation of great spiritual satisfaction'). schast'e: chuvstvo i sostajanie polnogo, vysshego udovletvorinija ('feeling and state of full, ultimate satisfaction').
Both definitions suggest that radost' and schast'e refer to very special and intense emotional states that seem to be rather difficult or almost impossible to reach. Now let us consider how the two terms are used in Russian. From a grammatical point of view, it is interesting to note that the word radost' can take either the singular or the plural form, whereas schast'e can only be used in the singular. Levontina and Zalizniak (2001:297) point out that "a person may have several radosti (cf. te nemnogie radosti, kotorye u nego v zhizni ostalis 'the few joys which remained to him in life'), but only one schast'e (if at all)." To compare the two concepts consider:
radosti zhizni ('joys of life'); radost tvorchestva / svidanija ('the joy of creation / meeting') delit' s kem radosti zhizni i gore ('to share all the joys of life and grief with someone') ty moja radost' ('you are my joy' said to one's beloved) narodnoe schast'e ('people's happiness'), semejnoe schast'e ('family happiness'), stremlenie k schast'u ('efforts made to attain happiness') Segodn'a pochemu-to vse zhdut volshebnykh razvjazok v dukhe skazok, kogda vsё zakanchivaetsja vechnym schast'em dlja vsekh. (Russian National Corpus) ('Today for some reason everybody is expecting magic solutions in the spirit of fairy tales, when everything ends for everybody in happiness for ever after. ') The examples above show that radost' and radosti refer to particular events or people, to things one is strongly attracted to, in other words, to concrete things in the world. The term schast'e, however, is not normally used to refer to events but rather to refer to long-lasting situations or states that are almost impossible to reach. Schast'e is often used to explain ideas concerning philosophical issues. Discussing the meaning and use of the terms radost' and schast'e, Levontina and Zalizniak (2001:298) argue against their basicness, claiming that schast'e is concerned with ideas like the "meaning of life, ideal love and other fundamental categories of being". Radost' "belongs to the 'elevated', spiritual world, […] it is associated with the abilities of the soul" (Levontina and Zalizniak 2001:293-294) ; however, it usually refers to shorter-term situations. Therefore, Levontina and Zalizniak (2001:297) come to the conclusion that radost'/schast'e and happiness cannot be considered translation equivalents because they denote things that do not belong to the same field of experience.
As far as the question of basicness in Ekman's work and in linguistics is concerned, the above argumentation shows that Wierzbicka (1992) and Levontina and Zalizniak (2001) think of basic emotions "picked out on the basis of facial expressions" (Levontina and Zalizniak 2001:297) as very common everyday experiences that cannot be concerned with concepts or ideas relating to some idealized or hardly attainable state with a strong emotional charge. I find it important to note that Ekman, Friesen and Ellsworth (1972) and Ekman (1982 Ekman ( , 1992 were interested in similarities of certain emotional states in different cultures rather than differences; Ekman and his associates were not concerned with contexts in which basic emotions come about in individual representatives of different cultures. So, my claim here is that the differences between Levontina and Zalizniak's findings, on the one hand, and Ekman's and other psychologists', on the other, come from their different approaches to the study of emotions. Being linguists, Levontina and Zalizniak study emotions through linguistic expressions; they are interested in contexts and meanings of emotion terms and consider emotions as concepts, while Ekman, Friesen and Ellsworth (1972) study emotions as a combination of physiological and psychological reactions to certain situations. Wierzbicka (1995 Wierzbicka ( , 1996 suggests a system of semantic primitives to enable linguists to compare emotion concepts of different cultures, while Ekman uses facial expressions to identify and distinguish emotional states throughout different cultures and claims that there are (1) universal basic emotions and (2) varieties of emotional states (e.g. joy, pleasure, satisfaction, etc.) that belong to larger emotion families (e.g. happiness) denoted by names of basic emotions. Kövecses (2000) shows that a great deal of our emotion vocabulary belongs to conceptual metaphors which reveal how we think of emotions. He gives an extensive list of American English happiness metaphors (Kövecses 2000:24-25) which I use as a checklist for my attempt to identify Russian emotion vocabulary as instantiations of the metaphors in the list. I hypothesize that finding the same or similar metaphors in Russian would mean that there are shared components of the English and Russian concepts of happiness, while differences would prove the opposite, that is, would support the view that radost' and schast'e are concepts different from the concept of happiness and that the Russian terms do not denote basic emotions in the Russian culture.
I have collected expressions with radost' and schast'e from mono-and bilingual dictionaries, selected those that have a figurative meaning and attempted to find which metaphor they instantiate in Kövecses's (2000:24-25) list, if any. For practical reasons, I will go down the list of happiness metaphors and will only discuss the ones that are instantiated by Russian expressions.
HAPPY IS UP (We had to cheer him up.) comes first in Kövecses's list as an orientational metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) , of which I only found one example: byt' na verkhu blazhenstva ('be on the top of happiness'), which associates the best point of happiness with its top.
In the dictionaries I have consulted I have found four versions of the same expression, which all instantiate the metaphor HAPPINESS IS BEING OFF THE GROUND (I am six feet off the ground. I was so happy my feet barely touched the ground.), namely on nog pod soboj ne chuvstvujet/ ne slyshit ('he does not feel/hear his feet under himself') and on zemli pod soboj ne chuvstvujet/ ne slyshit ('he does not feel/hear the ground under himself'). I have also come across one example of HAPPINESS IS BEING IN HEAVEN (That was heaven on earth.), namely, byt' na sed'mom nebe ('be in the seventh sky'), where the religious connotation clearly speaks for itself; thus, the phrase refers to the highest level of happiness. However, HAPPY IS LIGHT (She brightened up at the news.) is instantiated in the following expressions:
Masha sijajet' ot radosti / lico sijajet ot radosti ('Masha is shining with joy / 'one's face is shining with joy') ego glaza iskrjatsja radost'ju ('his eyes are sparkling with happiness') u nego sverkajushchije radost'ju glaza ('he has eyes gleaming with joy') I have also found two expressions which combine the idea of light with its being faded or being cast a shadow on, consider:
omrachat' radost' ('to throw a shadow on one's joy') bezoblachnoje schast'e ('cloudless happiness') By incorporating the idea of a shadow, the former expression refers to a situation in which something impairs the positive emotion, while the latter, by using a privative prefix (bez-means '-less/without', oblachnoje 'cloudy' neuter form of the adjective) in the adjective, describes happiness in its perfectness.
The next metaphor in Kövecses's list is HAPPINESS IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER (He was overflowing with joy.), the Russian instantiations of which are the following:
on perepoln'als'a radost'ju ('he was filling with joy') sluchaj preispoln'ajet men'a radost'ju ('the case fills me with joy') moje serdce perepolnilos' radost'ju ('my heart was filled with joy') nasha radost' perelivalas' cherez kraj ('our joy was overflowing the edge')
The first three expressions represent joy figuratively in terms of a fluid that fills someone or someone's heart which serve as containers for the fluid, while the last expression shows a situation where the 'fluid' is more than the container can take.
Talking of the container metaphor, we must consider on vne ceb'a ot radosti/ot vostorga ('he is not in himself due to his joy/rapture'). So far, we have seen that joy can fill a person or a person's heart, that is the body or a body part works as the container for the emotion. But this example shows that someone does not have enough room in his body when in a state of joy.
I see the expressions below as examples of the EMOTIONS ARE FORCES generic-level metaphor (Kövecses 2000:62) :
(a) on otvetil s burnoj radost'ju ('he answered with stormy joy') (b) posle razvoda Nina skoro vljubilas' v krasivogo muzykanta, znachit zhazhda schast'a ne ostavila eje (Russian National Corpus) ('after her divorce Nina fell in love with the handsome musician, which means that the hunger for happiness did not leave her') (c) v ego glazakh pojavilis' slezy radosti ('there appeared tears of joy in his eyes') (d) ona plakala ot radosti ('she was crying with joy') I think the first expression in example (a) above instantiates the metaphor HAPPINESS IS A NATURAL FORCE because the adjective burnoj (instrumental case, feminine gender, singular number) associates the features of a storm with the concept of joy. Kövecses's (2000:25) example He was swept off his feet has more to do with things that "natural forces, like floods, wind, and so forth" (Kövecses 2000:71) can cause. He gives the following explanation:
The object affected by the natural force can't help but undergo the impact of the force; in the same way, a person experiences emotion in a passive and helpless way. (Kövecses, 2000:72) The other three expressions (b-d) seem to instantiate the EMOTION IS A PHYSIOLOGICAL FORCE metaphor in which the physiological forces can "come in several kinds: hunger, thirst, illness, and agitation" (Kövecses 2000:77) . In example (b) we can see the metaphor EMOTION IS HUNGER (Kövecses 2000:78) , or more precisely, HAPPINESS IS HUNGER, whose underlying mapping in the conceptual system is that hunger for food is mapped onto desire for emotion. That is "the person who is hungry is the person who would like to but does not have the emotion" (loc. sit.). It is important to note that it only applies to positive emotions (Kövecses 2000:79) .
I have not found tears mentioned separately in Kövecses's (2000) analysis; however, we may think of them as part of the agitation that accompanies intense emotional states, in other words, they are a form of physiological force which one can hardly resist or can only undergo passively. So, examples (c) and (d) could also be understood as instantiations of the EMOTION IS A PHYSIOLOGICAL FORCE metaphor. In fact, they show the emotion happiness as the cause of crying, a form of physiological agitation.
In the following group of expressions, happiness/joy is conceptualized as an object that can be attained, received, experienced and chased by someone, shared with another person and also wished to someone as if it were a commodity. Consider:
dostavit' /nesti radost' komu ('get/bring joy to someone') sostavl'at'/ poluchit' radost' ('get joy') lovit' radosti v zhizni ('fish for/try to get joys in life') gnat's'a za radost'ami ('chase joys') delit' s kem vse radosti /delit'sja radost'ju ('share joys with someone') zhelat' radost' komu ('wish joy to someone') Lakoff and Johnson (1980) claim that we think of limited resources in terms of valuable commodities. Discussing emotion metaphors, Kövecses (1990:160-167 ) claims that we think of emotions in terms of objects and, if an emotion is evaluated as positive, we think of it as valuable. Thus we have the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE VALUABLE OBJECTS. Kövecses (2000:106-108) shows that the VALUABLE COMMODITY metaphor is a chief metaphor for anything that is desirable. Koivisto-Alanko and Tissari (2006:208) refer to the same idea of Kövecses' (1990:160-167) claiming that "If the emotion is positive, and thus desirable, it is a VALUABLE COMMODITY." I think happiness is also a VALUABLE COMMODITY since it is a positive emotion, that is, desirable and difficult to have. Thus we have the metaphor HAPPINESS IS A VALUABLE COMMODITY. However, it is interesting to note that it is not mentioned in the list of happiness metaphors in Kövecses (2000: 24-25) ; the reason for this may be that it is not as elaborated in the English speaking cultures as in the Russian speaking culture.
It is interesting to note that the expressions delit' s kem vse radosti and delit'sja radost'ju ('share joys with someone') show a connection between the concepts of the emotion happiness and human relationships through the ideas "sharing (experience) objects" and "valuable commodity", which are specific-level metaphors in the conceptualization of human relationships (Kövecses 2000:110) . Although Kövecses does not include the VALUABLE COMMODITY metaphor in his list of emotion metaphors (Kövecses 2000:110) or more specifically in his list of happiness metaphors (Kövecses 2000:24-25) , I find it a common point of the Russian concept of happiness and the concept of human relationships; moreover the idea of sharing is incorporated in the expressions in question.
The last group of the expressions I discuss contains a number of adjectives that can modify the noun radost' ('joy'). All these adjectives express the idea that happiness is difficult to capture. Consider: neskazannaja radost' ('unspeakable joy'), neopisannaja radost' ('undescribable joy'), neizmerimaja radost' ('unmeasurable joy'), nepoddel'naja radost' ('unadulterated joy = genuine/real joy') skorotechnaja radost' ('fleeting/short-term joy') skrytaja radost' ('hidden joy') I think that the expressions above instantiate the metaphor HAPPINESS IS AN OBJECT THAT IS DIFFICULT TO CAPTURE. I have not found a similar metaphor in Kövecses's (2000) list.
Conclusion
The Russian concept of happiness is not an exact equivalent of the English concept of happiness, and schast'e and radost' do not prove to be translation equivalents of the English term happiness. Wierzbicka (1992) , Levontina and Zalizniak (2001) do not accept schast'e and radost' as basic emotions and claim that they do not share universal characteristics of the emotion, either. (It must be noted that the articles I quoted do not consider the term joy, probably because it is not a basic emotion term in Ekman's sense.) However, linguistic expressions discussed in the present paper seem to instantiate a number of the happiness metaphors listed in Kövecses (2000:24-25) . This may be considered as proof of the fact that the Russian concepts of schast'e and radost' share at least some characteristics with the English concept of happiness or even share some universal (or near universal) characteristics, which may also mean that the Russian concepts are not very far from either the English concept of happiness or a universal prototype of the concept happiness. On the other hand, this study shows that the HAPPINESS IS A VALUABLE COMMODITY metaphor seems to be more important and better-elaborated in the Russian speaking culture than in the English speaking culture.
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